
 

 

Answer the following questions: See-Think-Wonder 

● What does the chosen image mean to you? Make a list of 3-5 words that come to 
mind about your selected image. 

● Can you think of some reasons for the significance of the image and/or what it 
may represent? 

● Can you make a personal connection to what is displayed in the image and your 
own history with respect to relationships? 

● Identify the type of thinking moves you used when answering the above 
questions. 

 

To me this image means don't be afraid to be yourself and keep going. It doesn't matter 
where you are or if the light seems to be fading if you have someone you love beside 
you to hold your hand through the darkness.  

Some words that came to my mind while viewing this image are; uphold, your partner 
or friend can uphold and support you in life as you try to reach your goals weather that's 
improving your physical fitness or exercising your brains fitness. Freedom, everyone 
has a right to choose who they want as a partner and how they want to spend there life, 
weather its running with your boyfriend or walking with your wife, you should have a 
freedom of choice. The sunset in this photo makes me think of courage and strength. 
Everyone needs it. Many find it through sports and exercise and then can apply it to 
other parts of there life. For example through swimming for light guarding i found the 
courage to keep going even when i was never exhaustion to push myself to have the 



strength to ‘save’ victims. I now can use the courage when im feeling at my wits end 
and needing motivation to just hang on for another day.  

 

The image represents the bond and strength that two humans can share while 
exercising and that homosexuality is ok. The significance is that the image is displaying 
two male runners that are holding hands while jogging from a sunset. It is still new for 
society when we have people showing romantic feeling for the same gender as 
themselves. Its a change and change is hard to accept and become accustomed to 
sometimes. This image represents that and through having two men jog on a road at a 
time that they would be fully illuminated by car headlights by passersby is signifying that 
this is ok, that this is reasonable and that this is normal.  

When I was 11 years old I was driving home with my parents and we drove by males 
that were jogging by the side of the road, much like in the photo they were golfing 
hands. The one male respectively leaned over and picked the other on the cheek. As 
we drove passed and they faded away I was confused for society had only made me 
become aware of only males and females being able to be in relationships not both 
males or both females etc. I was able to ask my parents about it and they explained 
how humans can identify and be in a partnership with the same gender as well. It is an 
incident I never forget and still question education and society for not letting an 11 year 
old be awar of the many types of sexualitys.  

While answering these questions I used my ability to build explanations and describe 
what I see through the photos. I was also reasoning with evidence when I gave 
examples of personal experiences or used a word list to describe meanings. I was also 
uncovering complexity by looking deeper at the picture and finding real meanings for 
things and why the photographer chose the subject matter and values that her did. Such 
as the meaning of the sunset with male silhouettes,  

 


